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Abstract. Cross-lingual taxonomy alignment (CLTA) refers to map-
ping each category in the source taxonomy of one language onto a ranked
list of most relevant categories in the target taxonomy of another lan-
guage. Recently, vector similarities depending on bilingual topic models
have achieved the state-of-the-art performance on CLTA. However, these
models only model the textual context of categories, but ignore explicit
category correlations, such as correlations between the categories and
their co-occurring words in text or correlations among the categories of
ancestor-descendant relationships in a taxonomy. In this paper, we pro-
pose a unified solution to encode category correlations into bilingual topic
modeling for CLTA, which brings two novel category correlation based
bilingual topic models, called CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM. Experi-
ments on two real-world datasets show our proposed models significantly
outperform the state-of-the-art baselines on CLTA (at least +10.9% in
each evaluation metric).

1 Introduction

Over past decades, with the dramatic growth of multilingual knowledge on the
Web, aligning knowledge of different languages becomes an important way of re-
alizing globalization of information. Taxonomies are a kind of significant knowl-
edge, which often refers to category hierarchies used for organizing and classi-
fying multilingual big data, and are prevalent on the Web, such as Web site
directories (e.g., Dmoz.org) and product catalogues (e.g., eBay product tax-
onomy). Due to the different grounded languages and intentions of usage, even
cross-lingual taxonomies of the same genre are highly heterogenous in linguistics,
structure and contents. Hence, to facilitate knowledge sharing across languages,
cross-lingual taxonomy alignment (CLTA), which maps each category in the
source taxonomy of one language onto a ranked list of most relevant categories
in the target taxonomy of another language, is a critical task to solve.

Previous work [10,2,15] on CLTA relies on string similarities based on a trans-
lation tool and domain-specific information, such as book instances and financial
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calculation items. There are two limitations: 1) string similarities suffer from the
vocabulary mismatch problem, i.e., translated texts might be semantically sim-
ilar even though the specific terms used differ substantially; 2) domain-specific
information is often unavailable when aligning cross-lingual and cross-domain
taxonomies (e.g., Web site directories and product catalogues).

To overcome these two limitations, our previous work [18] on CLTA intro-
duces a vector similarity based approach relying on bilingual topic models with-
out using any domain-specific information and has achieved the state-of-the-art
performance. However, the problem is that these bilingual topic models directly
model textual context of categories without considering explicit category cor-
relations. The first category correlation is co-occurrence correlation, which
exists between the categories and their co-occurring words in text. Some studies
such as [13] and [9] have shown that simultaneously modeling co-occurred meta-
data (e.g., tags and authors) and text can learn higher-quality topic vectors for
many applications. Another important category correlation is structural cor-
relation, which means the associations among categories of ancestor-descendant
relationships in a taxonomy. The idea of using this kind of correlation is intu-
itive, that is, if two categories from different taxonomies have similar ancestors
or descendants, they may be of high relevance. Thus, we argue that if the above
two kinds of category correlations are directly neglected, the topic vector of each
category generated by existing bilingual topic models is insufficient to CLTA.

In this paper, we aim to exploit the benefits from both vector similarities and
explicit category correlations to deal with the problem of CLTA. Therefore, we
try to encode co-occurrence correlations and structural correlations into bilingual
topic modeling, which poses two challenges:

– How to capture both co-occurrence correlations and structural
correlations?

– How to integrate such explicit category correlations into bilingual
topic modeling?

To solve these challenges, we propose a unified solution to encode category
correlations into existing bilingual topic models, i.e., Bilingual Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (BiLDA) [17] and Bilingual Biterm Topic Model (BiBTM) [18]. Be-
fore applying our solution, we use the same way in [18] to acquire textual context
of categories by querying each category with a search engine and constructing
paired bilingual documents with a translation tool, which results in a corpus of
paired bilingual documents containing all categories. Here, a modeling object is
defined as a pair of bilingual documents composed of a set of words in BiLDA or
a biterm constructed by two distinct words from a pair of bilingual documents
in BiBTM. Our solution is to 1) transform the co-occurrence correlations and
structural correlations into a prior category distribution of each modeling objec-
t, and 2) integrate all prior category distributions into bilingual topic modeling
by designing general steps of generating a word in each modeling object. After
applying our solution to BiLDA and BiBTM, we obtain two new category corre-
lation based bilingual topic models, called CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM. With the
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topic vector of each category learned by these two models, we compute vector
similarities between the categories of different languages for CLTA.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are as follows:

– We propose a unified solution to encode category correlations into bilingual
topic modeling for CLTA, which leverages the benefits from both vector sim-
ilarities and explicit category correlations.

– We design two new category correlation based bilingual topic models, CC-
BiLDA and CC-BiBTM, by extending BiLDA and BiBTM with our solution.
To the best of our knowledge, they are the first work on bilingual topic mod-
eling that simultaneously models bilingual text and its co-occurring categories
to learn the vector representation for each category.

– We conduct experiments on two real-world datasets and the results show the
effectiveness of our bilingual topic modes for CLTA, when compared with
several state-of-the-art baselines (at least +10.9% in each evaluation metric).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the back-
ground of this work. Section 3 presents the details of two new bilingual topic
models by applying our proposed solution. Section 4 gives the experimental re-
sults. Section 5 outlines some related work and we conclude in the last section.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we firstly provide an overview of cross-lingual taxonomy align-
ment (CLTA) and then discuss the existing bilingual topic models.

2.1 Cross-lingual Taxonomy Alignment

The wide variety of Web taxonomies from different domains and languages are
usually organized in a tree or a directed acyclic graph with categories as nodes.
Given two independently created taxonomies of different languages, CLTA aims
to map each category in the source taxonomy of one language to the most rele-
vant category in the target taxonomy of another language. The key to CLTA is
to measure the relevance between each category in the source taxonomy and its
candidate matched categories in the target taxonomy.

Since categories usually do not have textual information to describe them-
selves, some strategies can be used for getting the textual context of categories
in different languages, e.g., by utilizing Wikipedia as an intermediate source and
following the interwiki links from one language to another [2] or by querying each
category using a search engine and constructing paired bilingual documents by
a translation tool [18]. To measure the relevance between categories for CLTA,
bilingual topic models, such as BiLDA [17] and BiBTM [18], have been intro-
duced to learn the vector representations of categories from their textual context,
which will be discussed in Sec. 2.2. After obtaining the topic distribution of each
category, the relevance score between one category in the source taxonomy and
another one in the target taxonomy can be computed based on the topic vectors
of categories in the same topic space.
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2.2 Bilingual Topic Modeling

BiLDA and BiBTM are two existing bilingual topic models and a main difference
between them is their modeling objects. BiLDA models paired bilingual docu-
ments, each of which is a pair of documents of similar contents but in different
languages, such as two Wikipedia articles in different languages interlinked by
Wikipedia’s language links or a document in one language and its translated
version in another language. The generation of a word in a pair of bilingual doc-
uments is defined by firstly drawing a topic from a topic distribution of this pair
of bilingual documents, and then drawing a word from the topic-word distribu-
tion of some language.

BiBTM was proposed to model paired bilingual short documents because
BiLDA suffers from the data sparsity problem [6] when documents are short.
The modeling objects in BiBTM are biterms, which are unordered word-pairs
occurring in a pair of bilingual documents. Any two distinct words in a pair of
bilingual documents compose a biterm. For example, given a pair of bilingual
documents (ds, dt), in which ds and dt respectively consist of n distinct words
of language s and m distinct words of language t, totally C2

n + C2
m + m × n

biterms will be generated, where C2
m and C2

n represent the binomial coefficients.
To generate a word in each biterm, BiBTM first draws a topic from a global
topic distribution of all biterms, and then draws a word from the topic-word
distribution of some language.

3 Models

In this section, we first present an overview of our unified solution to encode
category correlations into bilingual topic modeling for CLTA, and then discuss
the details of two novel category correlation based bilingual topic models CC-
BiLDA and CC-BiBTM resulting from the proposed solution.

3.1 Overview

To perform CLTA, we first learn the vector representations of all categories in
the two given taxonomies of different languages using bilingual topic models,
where each category can be represented as a topic vector. Then we compute
the relevance between each category in the source taxonomy and its candidate
matched categories in the target taxonomy using the cosine similarity between
the vectors in the same topic space. Since the training of topic models needs large-
scale corpus, we apply the same strategy used in [18] to query each category
with a search engine to acquire its textual context (i.e., returned snippets).
After translating each snippet into another language with a translation tool,
each category corresponds to a set of paired bilingual documents and each pair
contains at least the given category (maybe more categories) in text. This results
in a corpus of paired bilingual documents containing all categories.

Based on the corpus, the previous work [18] first learns the word distribution
in BiLDA or the biterm distribution in BiBTM for each topic, and then perform
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an additional step of topic inference to derive the topic vector for each category.
In contrast, we explicitly model each category such that it allows further encod-
ing various category correlations into bilingual topic modeling. In this work, we
mainly consider two types of correlations: 1) co-occurrence correlations between
the categories and their co-occurring words in text; 2) structural correlations
among the categories of ancestor-descendant relationships in a taxonomy.

To capture co-occurrence correlations, we denote each modeling object (i.e.,
a pair of bilingual documents in BiLDA or a biterm in BiBTM) as a mixture
of categories when the words in the modeling object co-occur with these cate-
gories in paired bilingual documents. Such a mixture serves as a prior category
distribution of each modeling object. Concerning structural correlations among
categories, we leverage information content [14] and path length in the taxonom-
ic structure to improve the prior category distribution (the details of computing
the prior category distribution of each modeling object are given in Sec. 3.3).

With both co-occurrence correlations and structural correlations encoded in
the prior category distribution of each modeling object, we then integrate them
into bilingual topic modeling. Since we need to utilize the low-dimensional topic
vector of each category for CLTA, connections between explicit categories and
latent topics have been built by supposing there exists a probability distribu-
tion over topics for each category, i.e., each category is treated as a mixture of
topics. Similar to existing methods, for each language, we represent each topic
with a mixture of words in that language. Therefore, we design general steps of
generating a word in each modeling object as follows:

1) Drawing a category from the prior category distribution of a modeling object;
2) Drawing a topic from the category-topic distribution;
3) Drawing a word from the topic-word distribution of some language.

With the above solution, we obtain two novel category correlation based
bilingual topic models, CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM, which will be discussed in
detail in the following sections.

3.2 Generative Processes

Firstly, we introduce some notations and the generative processes of CC-BiLDA
and CC-BiBTM.

Given a corpus O, suppose it contains |D| pairs of bilingual documents, |B|
biterms and C explicit categories from two taxonomies to be aligned, which
are of different languages. All paired bilingual documents are denoted by D =

{dj}|D|j=1 = {(dsj , dtj)}
|D|
j=1, where dj represents a pair of bilingual documents com-

posed of document dsj of length Ls
j in language s and document dtj of length Lt

j

in language t, and a word in position p of dsj (or dtj) is denoted by ws
j,p (or wt

j,p).

All biterms are denoted by B = Bs ∪Bst ∪Bt = {bsi}
|Bs|
i=1 ∪ {bsti }

|Bst|
i=1 ∪ {bti}

|Bt|
i=1 ,

where bsi = (ws
i,1, w

s
i,2) contains two words in language s, bsti = (ws

i,1, w
t
i,2) con-

tains two words in different languages s and t, bti = (wt
i,1, w

t
i,2) contains two

words in language t.
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Algorithm 1: Generative Process of CC-BiLDA

initialize: (1) set the number of topics K;
(2) set values for Dirichlet priors α and β;

foreach topic k ∈ [1,K] do
sample: ϕs

k, ϕ
t
k ∼ Dirichlet(β);

foreach category c ∈ [1, C] do
sample: θc ∼ Dirichlet(α);

foreach pair of bilingual documents dj = (dsj , d
t
j) do

given the prior category distribution πj ,
foreach word position p ∈ dsj do

sample: xsj,p ∼Multinomial(πj);
sample: zsj,p ∼Multinomial(θxs

j,p
);

sample: ws
j,p ∼Multinomial(ϕs

zsj,p
);

foreach word position p ∈ dtj do
sample: xtj,p ∼Multinomial(πj);
sample: ztj,p ∼Multinomial(θxt

j,p
);

sample: wt
j,p ∼Multinomial(ϕt

ztj,p
);

Like BiLDA and BiBTM, the modeling objects in CC-BiLDA and those
in CC-BiBTM are respectively paired bilingual documents and biterms. Since
we define each modeling object as a mixture of categories, a pair of bilingual
documents dj is represented with a C-dimensional multinomial distribution
πj = {πj,c}Cc=1 and a biterm bi is represented with a C-dimensional multinomi-
al distribution πi = {πi,c}Cc=1, also expressed as πs

i , π
st
i and πt

i to distinguish
three kinds of biterms. πj and πi serve as the prior category distributions of
each pair of bilingual documents dj in CC-BiLDA and each biterm bi in CC-
BiBTM, respectively. Let x ∈ [1, C] be the category indicator variable, which is
denoted by xs, xst and xt respectively for biterms (or words in paired bilingual
documents) in language s, biterms composed of two words in different languages
s and t, and biterms (or words in paired bilingual documents) in language t.
Similarly, the topic indicator variable z ∈ [1,K] is denoted by zs, zst and zt.
Then, each category is expressed over K latent topics, which are also expressed
over W s and W t distinct words of language s and language t, respectively. We
use a K-dimensional multinomial distribution θc = {θc,k}Kk=1 to describe the
topics of each category c. Regarding the word distributions of languages s and t
for topic k, they are respectively represented by a W s-dimensional multinomial
distribution ϕs

k with entry ϕs
k,ws = P (ws|z = k) and a W t-dimensional multino-

mial distribution ϕt
k with entry ϕt

k,wt = P (wt|z = k). Following the convention
of bilingual topic modeling, the hyperparameters α and β are the symmetric
Dirichlet priors.

With the summarized general steps of generating a word in each model-
ing object (introduced in Sec. 3.1), the generative processes of CC-BiLDA and
CC-BiBTM are respectively given in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, and their
graphical representations are shown in Fig. 1.
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(a) CC-BiLDA (b) CC-BiBTM

Fig. 1: Graphical Representations of Our Models

Algorithm 2: Generative Process of CC-BiBTM

initialize: (1) set the number of topics K;
(2) set values for Dirichlet priors α and β;

foreach topic k ∈ [1,K] do
sample: ϕs

k, ϕ
t
k ∼ Dirichlet(β);

foreach category c ∈ [1, C] do
sample: θc ∼ Dirichlet(α);

foreach biterm bsi ∈ Bs do
given the prior category distribution πs

i ,
sample: xsi ∼Multinomial(πs

i ), zsi ∼Multinomial(θxs
i
);

sample: ws
i,1, w

s
i,2 ∼Multinomial(ϕs

zsi
);

foreach biterm bsti ∈ Bst do
given the prior category distribution πst

i ,
sample: xsti ∼Multinomial(πst

i ), zsti ∼Multinomial(θxst
i

);

sample: ws
i,1 ∼Multinomial(ϕs

zsti
), wt

i,2 ∼Multinomial(ϕt
zsti

);

foreach biterm bti ∈ Bt do
given the prior category distribution πt

i,
sample: xti ∼Multinomial(πt

i), z
t
i ∼Multinomial(θxt

i
);

sample: wt
i,1, w

t
i,2 ∼Multinomial(ϕt

zti
);

3.3 Computing Prior Category Distribution

Now we present our method to compute the prior category distribution π of each
modeling object by leveraging different category correlations. With the strategy
resulting in the corpus of paired bilingual documents as introduced in Sec. 3.1,
each category from a taxonomy occurs in a set of paired bilingual documents. In
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other words, each modeling object corresponds to one or more categories, which
are defined as the co-occurring categories of the modeling object. The catego-
ry distribution over each modeling object reflects the co-occurrence correlation
between all words in the modeling object and its co-occurring categories. Here,
we simply assume that each co-occurring category of a modeling object has the
same probability to be sampled. Given the jth modeling object R and the set
of its co-occurring categories, denoted by CC(R), the prior category probability
πCC
j,c of each category c ∈ [1, C] for R based on the co-occurrence correlation is

computed as

πCC
j,c =

 1
|CC(R)| , if c ∈ CC(R)

0, otherwise
(1)

where |CC(R)| is the number of categories in CC(R).
Besides the co-occurrence correlation between words and categories, we in-

troduce two kinds of structural correlations among the categories of ancestor-
descendant relationships in a taxonomy. The first structural correlation is based
on information content [14]. The intuition is that co-occurring categories of a
modeling object should have different importance since they may convey differ-
ent amounts of information in a taxonomic structure. Similar to [12,14], we argue
that the more abstract a category (i.e., more closer to the root of a taxonomy),
the lower its information content, or there would be no need to further differen-
tiate it with descendant categories. Thus, more specific co-occurring categories
with more information content are more important for a modeling object. For
jth modeling object R, we calculate the category probability πj,c of each catego-
ry c by incorporating the intrinsic information content (IIC) measure [14] based
on the set of descendants of c in the taxonomy T , denoted by DES(c), as

πj,c = IIC(c) · πCC
j,c (2)

IIC(c) = 1− log (|DES(c)|+ 1)

logNT
(3)

where |DES(c)| is the number of categories in DES(c) and NT is the number
of all categories in T . An imaginary root is created for each given taxonomy so
as to avoid 0 IIC values of actual categories. We then normalize

∑
c πj,c = 1.

The second structural correlation is based on path length. We find that the
ancestors (in a taxonomy) of co-occurring categories for each modeling object
might be also relevant to it. For example, if a pair of bilingual documents has
category “Computer Vision”, its ancestor categories such as “Artificial Intelli-
gence” are also relevant to this pair of bilingual documents. Hence, we treat the
ancestors of co-occurring categories similarly w.r.t. a modeling object and also
assign prior probabilities to them. Given the jth modeling object R, the intuition
is that the greater distance in the taxonomy between a co-occurring category
cc and its ancestor ca, the lower probability of ca being a relevant category of
R. Based on that, we use the shortest path length SPL(cc, ca, T ) (counted by
edge numbers in the taxonomy T ) between cc and ca to measure the propagation
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Fig. 2: An Example of Category Locations in a Taxonomy

Algorithm 3: Prior Category Distribution Updating

Input: the jth modeling object R, its category distribution πj , and the set of
co-occurring categories CC(R)

Output: updated πj

Sort all categories c1, · · · , c|CC(R)| in CC(R) as c′1, · · · , c′|CC(R)| in descending
order according to πj ;
for i = 1, · · · , |CC(R)| do

foreach ancestor ca of c′i do
if PP (c′i, ca) > πj,ca then

πj,ca = PP (c′i, ca)

Normalize
∑

c πj,c = 1

probability (PP) from cc to ca as

PP (cc, ca) = πj,cc ·
1

SPL(cc, ca, T ) + 1
(4)

where πj,cc is the prior category probability of cc for the jth modeling object.
As shown in Fig. 2, since an ancestor category 1 can get different propagation
probabilities (propagated from category 2, 4, 6 ), we decide to pick the highest
one propagated from all co-occurring categories, and if this propagation proba-
bility is higher than the current prior category probability of category 1, we will
make a replacement. However, a co-occurring category 2 also gets a propagation
probability (from category 4 ), which may be used to replace the current prior
category probability of category 2 with a higher value, thereby may lead to the
change of the highest propagation probability and prior category probability for
category 1. To ensure each ancestor category can get the highest prior category
probability, we first sort co-occurring categories by their current prior catego-
ry probabilities in descending order, then compute all propagation probabilities
and update the prior category probability for each ancestor of each co-occurring
category in order. The details are given in Algorithm 3, which is used to update
the prior category distribution of each modeling object.

3.4 Parameters Estimation

Since the coupled parameters θc, ϕ
s
k and ϕt

k in CC-BiLDA (or CC-BiBTM)
are intractable to exactly solve, we follow BiLDA [17] and BiBTM [18] to utilize
Gibbs Sampling [5] to perform approximate inference. Gibbs Sampling estimates
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the parameters with the samples drawn from the posterior distributions of latent
variables sequentially, which are conditioned on the current values of all other
variables and data. Here, we jointly sample latent variables x and z. Due to space
limit, we only show the derived Gibbs Sampling formulas for CC-BiLDA and CC-
BiBTM. For CC-BiLDA, given jth pair of bilingual documents dj = (dsj , d

t
j) in

corpus O, we sample the category c and topic k for the word in position p of
document dsj in language s (or document dtj in language t) as follows:

P (xsj,p = c, zsj,p = k|x¬(j,s,p), z¬(j,s,p),O) ∝

πj,c ·
(n¬(j,s,p),k|c + α)

(n¬(j,s,p),·|c +Kα)
·

(n¬(j,s,p),ws
j,p|k + β)

(n¬(j,s,p),·s|k +W sβ)

(5)

P (xtj,p = c, ztj,p = k|x¬(j,t,p), z¬(j,t,p),O) ∝

πj,c ·
(n¬(j,t,p),k|c + α)

(n¬(j,t,p),·|c +Kα)
·

(n¬(j,t,p),wt
j,p|k

+ β)

(n¬(j,t,p),·t|k +W tβ)

(6)

In Eq. (5), xsj,p and zsj,p are respectively the category assignment and topic
assignment for word ws

j,p in the current position. For all words in the corpus
except the word in position p of document dsj , x¬(j,s,p) is their category assign-
ments and z¬(j,s,p) is the topic assignments. πj,c means the prior probability
of the pair of bilingual documents dj assigned to category c. Also after ex-
cluding the word in position p of document dsj , n¬(j,s,p),k|c is the number of
words jointly assigned to category c and topic k, n¬(j,s,p),·|c =

∑
k n¬(j,s,p),k|c,

n¬(j,s,p),ws
j,p|k denotes the number of times for word ws

j,p assigned to topic k and

n¬(j,s,p),·s|k =
∑

ws n¬(j,s,p),ws|k. In Eq. (6), all symbols have the same meaning
as those in Eq. (5) after replacing language s with t.

With respect to CC-BiBTM, the Gibbs Sampling formulas for biterms bsi ∈
Bs, bsti ∈ Bst and bti ∈ Bt are as follows:

P (xsi = c, zsi = k|x¬bsi
, z¬bsi

,O) ∝ πs
i,c ·

(n¬bsi ,k|c + α)

(n¬bsi ,·|c +Kα)
·

(n¬bsi ,w
s
i,1|k + β)(n¬bsi ,w

s
i,2|k + β)

(n¬bsi ,·
s|k +W sβ)(n¬bsi ,·

s|k + 1 +W sβ)

(7)

P (xsti = c, zsti = k|x¬bsti
, z¬bsti

,O) ∝ πst
i,c ·

(n¬bsti ,k|c + α)

(n¬bsti ,·|c +Kα)
·

(n¬bsti ,ws
i,1|k

+ β)(n¬bsti ,wt
i,2|k

+ β)

(n¬bsti ,·s|k +W sβ)(n¬bsti ,·t|k +W tβ)

(8)

P (xti = c, zti = k|x¬bti
, z¬bti

,O) ∝ πt
i,c ·

(n¬bti,k|c
+ α)

(n¬bti,·|c
+Kα)

·

(n¬bti,w
t
i,1|k

+ β)(n¬bti,w
t
i,2|k

+ β)

(n¬bti,·
t|k +W tβ)(n¬bti,·

t|k + 1 +W tβ)

(9)
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where x and z are respectively current category assignment and topic assignment
for the given biterm. For all biterms except biterm b, x¬b is their category assign-
ments and z¬b denotes the topic assignments. πi,c represents the prior category
probability of ith biterm bsi ∈ Bs or bsti ∈ Bst or bti ∈ Bt assigned to category c.
Under the condition of excluding biterm b, n¬b,k|c is the number of biterms jointly
assigned to category c and topic k, n¬b,·|c =

∑
k n¬b,k|c, n¬b,ws|k is the number

of times word ws of language s assigned to topic k, n¬b,·s|k =
∑

ws n¬b,ws|k,
n¬b,wt|k is the number of times word wt of language t assigned to topic k, and
n¬b,·t|k =

∑
wt n¬b,wt|k.

After a sufficient number of sampling iterations, we can estimate the param-
eters in CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM. Instead of computing all parameters like
ϕs

k and ϕt
k, our solution to CLTA only needs θc, which is given as follows:

θc,k =
α+ nk|c

Kα+ nc
(10)

where nc is the number of words (or biterms) assigned to category c in CC-
BiLDA (or CC-BiBTM), nk|c is the number of words (or biterms) simultaneously
assigned to category c and topic k in CC-BiLDA (or CC-BiBTM).

With the topic distribution θc obtained in CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM, we
can represent categories from two taxonomies of different languages in the same
topic space. The relevance score between each category in the source taxonomy
and its candidate matched categories (identified with the same method in [18])
in the target taxonomy is computed as the cosine similarity between the topic
vectors directly derived from θc.

4 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM on two real-world dataset-
s for CLTA. The source codes of these two models are publicly available 1.

4.1 Experiment Settings

(a) Datasets We validated our models to CLTA on two public datasets 2 (also
used in [18]), each of which consists of two cross-domain taxonomies of different
languages and a set of labeled cross-lingual alignments. The taxonomies in one
dataset are two product catalogues respectively extracted from JD.com (one of
the largest Chinese B2C online retailers) and eBay.com, and those in another
dataset are two Web site directories: Chinese Dmoz.org (the largest Chinese
Web site directory) and Yahoo! Directory. We got a corpus of paired bilingual
documents for each dataset with the strategy in [18], and processed them by word
segmentation, stop words removal, stemming, etc. The details of each taxonomy
and its extracted corpus of paired bilingual documents are given in Table 1.

1 https://github.com/143230/CLTA
2 https://github.com/jxls080511/080424

https://github.com/143230/CLTA
https://github.com/jxls080511/080424
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Table 1: Details of Each Taxonomy in Each Dataset

Taxonomy JD.com eBay.com Chinese Dmoz.org Yahoo! Directory

#category 7,741 7,782 2,084 2,353

#paired doc 67,594 72,979 19,277 21,467

#Chinese word 24,483 18,190 11,064 8,581

#English word 15,489 14,729 8,806 8,100

(b) Baselines We compared our models (i.e., CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM)
with three kinds of baselines, which are existing bilingual topic models, variants
of our models and cross-lingual ontology matching systems. Note that the hy-
perparameters α and β of all topic models are respectively set to 50/K (K is
number of topics) and 0.1 according to [18]. All experiments were carried out on
a Linux server with Intel Xeon E5-2630 v4 2.20GHz CPU and 256 GB memory.

– Existing Bilingual Topic Models: They are BiLDA and BiBTM intro-
duced in Sec. 2.2. To our knowledge, these two models are the state-of-the-
art baselines for CLTA. In BiLDA and BiBTM, we respectively set the topic
number K to 80 and 120 based on [18].

– Variants of Our Models: The full version of CC-BiLDA and that of CC-
BiBTM apply three category correlations to category distribution computa-
tion. A kind of variants (denoted as CC-BiLDA (a) and CC-BiBTM (a)) of
our models only utilize co-occurrence correlations. Another kind of variants
(denoted as CC-BiLDA (b) and CC-BiBTM (b)) use information content
based structural correlations besides co-occurrence correlations.

– Cross-Lingual Ontology Matching Systems: Although CLTA and cross-
lingual ontology matching are different tasks, we can treat the taxonomies
as a special kind of ontologies without formally defined properties, instances,
axioms, etc. Thus, we took two state-of-the-art cross-lingual ontology match-
ing systems (i.e., AML [4] and LogMap [7]) as the baselines.

(c) Evaluation Metrics Similar to the work [10,2,15,18], we used MRR (Mean
Reciprocal Rank) [3] and P@1 (precision for the top 1 ranking result) as the
evaluation metrics because CLTA is seen as a ranking problem.

4.2 Parameter Tuning

Since different number of topics may lead to different performance in CLTA,
we conducted an analysis by varying the number of topics K in our models and
their variants. Fig. 3 gives the alignment performance of CC-BiBTM, CC-BiLDA
and their corresponding variants on each dataset when using different number of
topics K. For CC-BiBTM and its variants, MRR or P@1 values reach the peak
when K is from 100 to 120 on each dataset (in Fig. 3 (a) and (c)), so K was
set to 100 in these models for efficient training. For CC-BiLDA and its variants,
most of their MRR and P@1 values are the highest when K = 80 (in Fig. 3 (b)
and (d)), so K was empirically set to 80 in these models.
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(a) performance of CC-BiBTM and its
variants on product catalogues

(b) performance of CC-BiLDA and its
variants on product catalogues

(c) performance of CC-BiBTM and its
variants on Web site directories

(d) performance of CC-BiLDA and its
variants on Web site directories

Fig. 3: Alignment Performance VS. Number of Topics K

4.3 Result Analysis

For each dataset, we trained all topic models with 500 iterations of Gibbs Sam-
pling to converge. Table 2 gives the overall results of our proposed models and
the baselines, and we can see that:

– Our models CC-BiBTM and CC-BiLDA outperform all baselines, especially
CC-BiBTM significantly improves the CLTA performance of the state-of-
the-art baseline BiBTM (at least +10.9% in each evaluation metric). This
reflects the value of our solution for encoding correlations into bilingual topic
modeling, and the remarkable effects of category correlations on CLTA.

– Cross-lingual ontology matching systems have rather poor performance. Al-
though they are not well tuned for the task of CLTA, it still shows that
they cannot work well in real-world CLTA without internal features such as
properties, instances and axioms available in ontologies.

– The performance of CLTA improves each time when we encoded one more
kind of the proposed category correlations into bilingual topic modeling. It
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Table 2: Overall Results

Approach
Product Catalogues Web Site Directories

MRR P@1 MRR P@1

AML 0.102 0.100 0.314 0.270

LogMap 0.105 0.100 0.265 0.250

BiLDA 0.553 0.390 0.679 0.480

CC-BiLDA (a) 0.667 0.480 0.721 0.520

CC-BiLDA (b) 0.706 0.540 0.763 0.580

CC-BiLDA 0.720 0.550 0.815 0.650

BiBTM 0.597 0.440 0.719 0.520

CC-BiBTM (a) 0.685 0.480 0.748 0.560

CC-BiBTM (b) 0.721 0.530 0.771 0.590

CC-BiBTM 0.727 0.550 0.828 0.680

means that the co-occurrence correlations, structural correlations based on
information content and those based on path length are all useful to CLTA.

– The performance of CC-BiLDA is close to that of CC-BiBTM. It reveals that
although the training corpus are actually paired bilingual short documents,
the data sparsity problem suffered by BiLDA has been greatly alleviated via
the semantic information of category correlations.

Since the proposed models CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM have the best perfor-
mance on MRR and P@1, we further compared their efficiency of model training
by the average running time (per iteration) of CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM on
the given datasets in Table 3. We can find that the running time of CC-BiBTM is
about 25 times and 29 times of CC-BiLDA on Web site directories and product
catalogues, respectively. The time complexity (per iteration) of each model is
also shown in Table 3, where the topic number K1 = 80 and K2 = 100 according
to Sec. 4.2; |D| is the number of paired bilingual documents, each of which aver-
agely contains LD words and CD co-occurring categories; and |B| is the number
of biterms, each of which averagely has CB co-occurring categories. Suppose each
document in each pair of bilingual documents averagely has l words (l ≥ 2), i.e.,

LD ≈ 2l, so |B| ≈ |D| · (2 · l(l−1)2 + l
2
). A biterm may have the co-occurring

categories of more than one pair of bilingual documents, so CB

CD
≥ 1. Since we

have K2|B|CB

K1|D|LDCD
≈ 5

4 ·
CB

CD
· (l − 1

2 ), the time complexity of CC-BiBTM is much

higher than that of CC-BiLDA. However, with the strategy in [18], the bilingual
documents used for CLTA were actually extracted from the snippets (i.e., short
documents) returned by a search engine, so the number of words in each docu-

Table 3: Efficiency Comparison of CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM

Model
Running Time (Seconds) per Iteration

Time Complexity per Iteration
Product Catalogues Web Site Directories

CC-BiLDA 15.90 10.14 O(K1|D|LDCD)

CC-BiBTM 453.31 251.39 O(K2|B|CB)
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ment is small (e.g., l = 10.21 for product catalogues and l = 9.73 for Web site
directories), and the running time of CC-BiBTM is still acceptable.

To sum up, for CLTA, if users have a high demand on accuracy and do not
care about the efficiency, we suggest to use CC-BiBTM. If users care more about
the efficiency and can accept a little lower accuracy, we recommend CC-BiLDA.

5 Related Work

5.1 Cross-Lingual Schema Matching

The problem of cross-lingual schema matching has been mainly studied in the
area of ontology matching and taxonomy alignment. Some approaches or sys-
tems [7,4,16] for cross-lingual ontology matching mainly use the features based
on string similarities after translation. The performance is often unsatisfactory
due to the problems of vocabulary mismatch and improper translations. Differ-
ent to ontologies, taxonomies do not always have logically rigorous structures
with formally defined properties, instances and axioms to help solve matching
tasks. Thus, several approaches have been especially designed to CLTA. Some
of them [10,2,15] focus on aligning domain-specific taxonomies using string sim-
ilarities based on a translation tool and domain-specific information. The most
relevant work [18] also tries to align cross-lingual and cross-domain taxonomies
with bilingual topic models. We improved this work by encoding different explicit
category correlations into bilingual topic modeling for CLTA.

5.2 Metadata Topic Models

Topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1] and its numerous
variants are well studied generative models for analysing latent semantic top-
ics in text. Besides bilingual topic models BiLDA and BiBTM, metadata topic
models are also related to our work. To simultaneously model the text and its
metadata (e.g., authors and tags), a set of metadata topic models have been
proposed including Author Topic Model [13], labeled-LDA [11], Tag-Weighted
Topic Model [9], Tag-Weighted Dirichlet Allocation [8], etc. They denote each
metadata as a mixture of topics or words, but cannot be applied to cross-lingual
text mining. Our models CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM are the first work of cross-
lingual metadata topic models, which already show the superiority in CLTA.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a unified solution to encode category correlations
into bilingual topic modeling for CLTA. Our solution captures different category
correlations with a prior category distribution of each modeling object, and
integrates such distributions into bilingual topic modeling. This brings two novel
category correlation based bilingual topic models CC-BiLDA and CC-BiBTM,
which significantly outperform the state-of-the-art baselines on CLTA. In the
future, we will apply our models to CLTA in knowledge graphs, to benefit cross-
lingual knowledge graph fusion and cross-lingual semantic search.
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